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Absence Aware™

AUTOMATED TIME OFF REPORTING
FROM THE ASHER GROUP
Unexpected absenteeism is a
fact of life. But Absence Aware™
from the Asher Group, lets you manage this problem easily and costeffectively. With Absence Aware your
employees call an automated platform to
report their absence or lateness.
Then, with rules you set, your UKG database is
updated with points, time-off requests, etc.
Even send alerts to supervisors so they know
what shifts need to be filled. Customize the automated questions for employees to
explain their absences. And leverage the power of UKG technology to enforce and
administer your policies.
And Absence Aware is incredibly cost-effective.
Get payback in 6 months and ROI up to 50%.
It’s faster and more accurate than whatever manual process you may be using. And Absence Aware
can be implemented in a few short weeks.
Why take up valuable time processing absence calls
manually, when you can switch to Absence Aware
and save money, time and effort?
For a quick demonstration of Absence Aware and a savings analysis, just call or drop
us a note. You can find us at UKG@ashergroup.com, or by calling 704-996-5527.
Visit www.ashergroup.com/absence-aware-automated-time-off-reporting/
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Telephone Time
Punch

EXTEND THE POWER OF UKG
TECHNOLOGY TO ANY TELEPHONE

What if workers could punch
in and out from anywhere?
With nothing more than a phone.
In seconds.
At very little cost to employers.
And update in realtime to Workforce
Dimensions, Workforce Ready & more.

They can with Telephone Time
Punch from the Asher Group
"Based on the deal we've worked on together,
Asher Group is a great Kronos partner. They've
been quick to respond and available when I needed
them. It's easy to demo the product and it's the
right solution when the customer needs an IVR."
Joe Napoli, Manufacturing

As a UKG partner, we give your employees
access to UKG technology through the
devices they already have. Whether it's IVR,
text messaging, and more, we can help.
"Asher Group has been quick to respond and
flexible in trying to meet our prospect's needs.
I'm looking forward to working with them on the
next deal that needs an IVR."
Michael Babb, Staffing

TELEPHONE TIME PUNCH
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Lets employees punch in/out from
anywhere.
Use any telephone & verifies employee ID.
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Takes under 30 seconds to punch.
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Updates WFD, WFR & UltiPro in real time.
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Works even when UKG connection
is unavailable.
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OTHER FEATURES
Number whitelisting limits phones employees
can use.
Transfers track what employees are
working on.
English/Spanish and many other languages.
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Custom prompts/features on request.
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Telephone Time
Punch

OUR GOAL IS TO HELP YOU
REACH YOURS

Need someting special?
Asher is more than Telephone Time
Punch. We’ve developed hundreds of IVR,
text messaging and other applications for
governments, non-profits, real estate,
pharma, health care and many other
customers. With products like Emergency
Notification, employee tip line, transaction
verification and more, Asher can take an
existing product and integrate it with
UKG or develop something from scratch.
So let us know if we can help.

“We asked Asher if they could do a special IVR
application for a WFR customer. They were quick
to respond, did a lot of legwork and came back
with the information I needed. I think they will
be a great partner to work with when I need
an IVR solution.”
Jennifer Beaton, Manufacturing
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3300 Monroe Avenue • Suite 317
Rochester, New York 14618
Toll Free: 1-877-912-7437

"Working with Asher Group and their IVR product
has been great. They're very responsive, their pricing works, and they're clearly customer-focused.
My customer really appreciated their partnership."
John Jamieson, Public Sector
"We've been working with Asher Group's IVR solution for Workforce Ready for many years now and
it's been a great partnership. Asher is easy to work
with, knows their business and their product is
rock solid. They're very strong with customers
and quick to respond when we need them.
It's a win-win partnership!"
Christopher Horn, Product Support

Contact Us

Put the power of preparedness in your hands.
Call us at 704-996-5527
Or send us an e-mail
ukg@ashergroup.com

